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“If you want an analogy for what makes Smith such an extraordinary practitioner, you might look to how
some great conductors handle an orchestra. To paraphrase the celebrated conductor Alan Gilbert: the best
orchestra directors set something in motion that is so inevitable that all they have to do is follow the
musicians. Yet what is happening is something that they have created, that they have thoroughly prepared
for and planned.” – Marisa Bartolucci
From a traditional stately Georgian home in California to a romantic French Country retreat on Long Island, the
work of architect Eric J. Smith is at once an homage to tradition and an expression of the living beauties these
traditions still offer. Founding his practice in 1987, Smith has garnered a reputation for a kind of personal
architecture that is, in each manifestation, in sync with the homeowner, whomever he or she may be, and the
place, whether it’s oceanfront, on a hillside, or set beside a lake or stream.
RENEWING TRADITION: THE ARCHITECTURE OF ERIC J. SMITH highlights the beautiful houses, apartments,
and country cabins of this contemporary master of the traditional, from California to New York, and to the
United Kingdom, places of respectful and evocative design that will serve to inspire homeowners in search of
comfortable elegance. Beyond lush photography, the book includes drawings, which are artful and engaging in

themselves, revealing something of Smith’s alchemy, which transforms idea into reality. Each floorplan comes
to life, as if magically, as his personal sketches are transformed into finished product. Smith’s influences,
personal anecdotes, and relationships to each property are combined with Alexa Hampton’s foreword, offering
readers a deep appreciation for Smith’s dedication and remarkable humility. Marisa Bartolucci chronicles the
history of Smith’s thirty-year career, and the power behind his amazingly selected team. Collaborations with
interior designers David Easton, Diana Hambleton, and Steven Gambrel to landscape architects Deborah
Nevins, Peter Cummin, and Doug Hoerr only enhance the charm of Smith’s homes and their enduring beauty.
About the Author: Eric J. Smith A.I.A is the founding principal of the New York–based firm Eric J. Smith
Architect. Marisa Bartolucci is a former executive editor of Metropolis magazine. She co-authored American

Contemporary Furniture and is the author of Architecture & Design: New York. Alexa Hampton is an awardwinning interior designer and author of The Language of Interior Design and Decorating in Detail.
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2019. Select press images will be made available and are to be credited on a case-by-case basis, but no images
may be used, in print or electronically, without written consent from the publisher. Serial rights are available,
please contact Antonia Paruolo @ 212 287 3502 or aparuolo@rizzoliusa.com.
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